With summer rays on the rise, reach for a pair of Brioni shades to shield you from the sun. These tortoise sunglasses are available for $605 at brioni.com.

Garrett Neff’s KATAMA swimwear line is the model of modern sportswear. Case in point: the incredibly comfortable yet stylish Emerson II in jute. $175 at katamaswim.com.

From an edition of 10, ZELOUF + BELL’s stunningly chic Serpent in Maze Champagne Cart, in green bird’s eye maple and ripple sycamore, is available at Maison Gerard: 212.674.7611.

With its distinctive 47 ingredients from the famous Black Forest region, Monkey 47 is the German artisanal gin taking the world by storm. $40 for 375 ml. at Sherry-Lehmann, 212.838.7500.

Get a proper fit for warmer temps in Proper Cloth: Bedford sage linen and wool hopsack jacket ($495), Thomas Mason sage cotton and linen Oxford ($150), and nubuck belt ($150). Proper Cloth: 495 Broadway, 646.964.4221.

Stubbs & Wootton makes dressing a breeze with the Palmetto slipper in black linen and natural linen trim, finished with Palmetto tree embroideries. $495 at stubbsandwootton.com.